what flag has more than 3 colors
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See which colors are most popular on every national flag. Flags that have ( Overall, blues and
greens are more popular than yellows.). While it is fairly common for flags to have just three
colors, like the red, white, and blue red, and gold of Germany, some flags are much more
colorful than that. Because of the vast colonial empires of countries like France and the
Netherlands people all over the world came in contact with their flags and thus people all.
Keywords: flag color statistics: flag color Firstly, I had to differentiate colours. I have The
most frequent are the three-coloured flags.
This paper dealt with the design, colours and symbols used on flags in The use of more than
three colours has increased with four- (23% in.
Flags with one cross (center-parted, four-color) (1 C, 16 F) Flags with four stripes of four
colors (2 C, 1 F) Black, blue, red, yellow flags (3 C, 35 F). ? Black. stars (other colors). 4
Six-pointed stars. Hexagram; Other six-pointed stars. 5 Seven-pointed stars; 6 Eight-pointed
stars; 7 Stars with more than 8 points.
The Color World Flags ClipArt gallery offers illustrations of color flags from Three equal
vertical bands of blue (hoist side), gold, and blue with the head Five unequal horizontal bands;
the top-most band of blue - equal to one half. Meaning of the Flags of Europe with all the
countries and different color Meaning of the flag of Croatia: All three colors (red, white, blue)
In each of the four white rectangles created by the cross, there are 4 more red Blonisi crosses. .
the breast shield over the eagle has a golden lion on a green field in. military purposes on land
and then as identifying signals Limit the number of colors on the flag to three, Most poor
designs have the elements of a great flag .
By , the orange in the flag had been replaced by red. Some say it was because red dyes were
cheaper than orange, The tricolor soon started to spread, and so did the Dutch colour Prior to
the French Revolution, France's state flag was based on the royal coat of arms – a blue shield
with three. Despite the official denial of symbolism, three of the colours – black, green and
African flag had more to do with compromise than Afrikaner political desires.
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